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Abstract
The fine structure constant α characterizes the strength of the electromagnetic
interaction between elementary charged particles. Its value can be derived from the
wave function for the electron. The electron wave function describes a field of
Harmonic Oscillators which have the energy of the rest-mass of an electron. However,
it takes time for such an Oscillator to complete a cycle of oscillation, so during this
time the electromagnetic field that propagates into space from the Oscillator has
expanded away from its source to cover the surface area of a three-dimensional
shape. Therefore, the amplitude of the oscillations has been reduced before it can
interact with its surrounding environment. The amount of this diminution is what the
fine structure constant α represents. The actual value of α also depends on the fact
that the source of the spreading energy is rotating Harmonic Oscillators. Classically, a
point source will spread evenly in all directions and the intensity will diminish with
Inverse-Square Law. But in the actual electron wave-function, the Harmonic
Oscillators are rotating whilst expanding, causing the area that the energy spreads out
over to be that of an expanding cone as well as that of a sphere. The area of this shape
is greater than that of a simple sphere; this is what causes the fine structure constant
α to have the value that it does.

The Analysis and derivation
The period of oscillation for a Harmonic Oscillator in the electron wave function
[1] is equal to:
ℏ
𝑚𝑒 𝑐 2

= 1.288088417324546300789586810406−21 seconds

Where 𝑚𝑒 is the mass of an electron.
The distance travelled by light in this time is:
3.8615919275105551924851757069599−13 meters

So, this distance is the circumference of the circle described by the displacement
of the medium (traveling at the speed of light) during this time.
Thus, the radius of this circle (the wave Amplitude) is:
3.8615919275105551924851757069599−13
2𝜋
=

6.1459144346706483033932568726885−14 meters

But as the Harmonic Oscillator comprises the sum of an IN and OUT wave, each
with oscillation period twice that of the Oscillator [1] (when the waves are
summed the oscillator frequency doubles), the actual time a full cycle of the
IN/OUT waves to pass a point in space is:
2 x 1.288088417324546300789586810406−21
=

2.576176834649092601579173620812−21 seconds

So, during the time of one complete cycle of the Harmonic Oscillator, only half
a cycle of each of the IN/OUT waves will have completed.
Thus, the propagation of the Harmonic Oscillator's frequency outwards is
effectively half that of the distance travelled by light during one complete cycle
of the oscillator.
Thus, the radius of the expanding sphere of the Harmonic Oscillator's energy will
be:
3.8615919275105551924851757069599−13
2
=

1.93079596375527759624258785348−13 meters

So, the surface area of this expanding sphere is:
4𝜋(1.93079596375527759624258785348−13 )2
=

4.6847091032556326660786097472516−25 𝑚2

The squared amplitude of the wave energy over the area of this sphere as a
fraction of the squared amplitude of the Harmonic Oscillator at its source (the
radius of the circle described by the Oscillator) [2]:
4.6847091032556326660786097472516−25
(6.1459144346706483033932568726885−14 )2

=

124.0251067211992807019052602684

This amount is equivalent to 4𝜋 3 [See Ref 2]
During the period of one oscillation of the electron’s Harmonic Oscillator, the
energy of the Oscillator spreads out in a sphere of radius r, such that the energy
is then distributed over a spherical shell (of radius r). However, there is also
another effect that is occurring at the same time as this expansion.
During this time of this expansion, every point in space (occupied by a portion
of the electron's total energy as Harmonic Oscillators) will expand via Huygens
wavelets, as a Harmonic Oscillator that sweeps out a path following its
expansion and circular oscillation.
Thus, as the Oscillators all rotate in the same plane, parallel to each other,
each point will expand in space covering an area described by cones along the
electron spin axes (in both directions, with its apex at its starting location, and
its circular base on the surface of the spherical shell of expansion over the
oscillator's time period. See Figure 1).
Each point in space contains only a fraction of the total energy of the electron
and there are many such cones, but all cones are identical in geometry, so the
total effect of this expansion and rotation can be simplified by treating the
total electron energy as expanding over a single cone.
So, the total area over which the energy of the electron's Harmonic Oscillator
will be diluted is that of the spherical shell plus that of the cone.
The side length of such a cone is the same as the radius of the spherical
expansion:
1.93079596375527759624258785348−13 meters
The circumference of the circle on the base of the cone will also be this same
amount, so the radius of the base will be that of the Harmonic Oscillator’s
oscillation amplitude:
6.1459144346706483033932568726885−14 meters
So, the additional surface area that the energy of the Harmonic Oscillator
spreads over is the area of the sides of the cone + the area of the cone’s base.
𝜋𝑟𝑥 + 𝜋𝑥 2

(see Ref [2])

Where 𝑥 is the radius of the cone’s base (the Harmonic Oscillator’s amplitude).

Thus, the total additional area swept out by the expanding Harmonic Oscillators
is:
𝜋 ∗ 1.93079596375527759624258785348−13
∗ 6.1459144346706483033932568726885−14 + 𝜋
∗ (6.1459144346706483033932568726885−14 )2
= 4.9146237320584098830810264461236−26 𝑚2
The squared amplitude of the wave energy over the area of this cone as a
fraction of the squared amplitude of the Harmonic Oscillator at its source (the
radius of the circle described by the Oscillator) [2]:
4.9146237320584098830810264461236−26
(6.1459144346706483033932568726885−14 )2
= 13.011197054679151857297134383156
The total value for the factor is that attributed to the sphere + that attributed to
1

the cone. So, the calculated value of is:
𝛼

124.0251067211992807019052602684 + 13.011197054679151857297134383156
= 137.03630377587843255920239465156
A good way to understand the two components of the area that the energy is
spread over is by separating the components:
1. Imagine that the Harmonic Oscillators are frozen in time, but they
expand over the sphere such that their amplitude is diminished by
inverse square law.
2. Imagine the expansion is frozen and the Harmonic Oscillators are now
allowed to oscillate over one cycle - thus, over the whole expanded
volume they rotate in a cone shape, sweeping out the additional area,
diluting their effect over that area too.
1

The accepted CODATA [3] value of is 137.03599908369580111415489148826
𝛼

(Relative standard uncertainty 1.5 x 10−10 )
The value calculated above is, therefore, accurate to 99.9998% of the accepted
value.

Figure 1.
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